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Editorial

Dual sequential defibrillation: Hold your horses!
Dual sequential defibrillation (DSD) continues to be adopted into
clinical practice without any evidence to support its benefits and
certainly some suggestion that it may do more harm than good.1 Does
the latest evidence from Cheskes and his research team2 provide
evidence that we should be looking to introduce this technique of last
resort?
Approximately 20% of cardiac arrests initially present in a
shockable rhythm; usually ventricular fibrillation (VF). Of these, about
20% will remain in VF after 5 shocks, despite standard resuscitation
interventions.3 Not surprisingly, patients in refractory VF have
significantly lower rates of survival than patients who respond to
standard resuscitation treatments and it is a clinical priority to
terminate VF as soon as possible.
Dual sequential defibrillation was introduced on the premise that
‘more must be better’ and was initially spurred on by a number of case
reports that represent no more than publication bias. The term ‘dual (or
double) sequential defibrillation’ refers to a non-standardised
technique that has a number of important variations in how it is
delivered. In most cases, the initial defibrillation pads are placed in a
standard antero-lateral position, according to current guidelines.4 The
second pair is either placed alongside the first, or in an anteroposterior position. The technique of shock delivery also varies
between cases. In initial case reports, both defibrillators were
discharged at exactly the same time, potentially resulting in
overlapping waveforms. This has resulted in at least one case where
one defibrillator has been damaged by its counterpart and more recent
studies, including that by Cheskes et al. have deliberately introduced a
short manual pause between discharge of each defibrillator.
Theoretical reasons as to why dual sequential defibrillation might
be more effective in refractory VF include:
1 Multiple shock vectors The defibrillation threshold for each
cardiac myocyte is lowest when defibrillation takes place along the
longitudinal axis of the cell.5 The use of two vectors, through dual
pads, will expose many more myocytes to a defibrillation shock
along their longitudinal axis and potentially increase the number of
myocytes in which VF is terminated.
2 Reduced transthoracic impedance Sequential biphasic shocks
lower transthoracic impedance.6 A second shock may be more
successful in therefore delivering a greater current density and
therefore improving shock success.
3 Defibrillation of a critical myocardial mass Successful
defibrillation requires the defibrillation of a critical mass of
myocardium. A second pair of defibrillation pads placed in a

different anatomical position are likely to have an additive effect to
increase the mass of myocardium exposed to a defibrillating
current.7
The defibrillation energy doses recommended by contemporary
guidelines are broadly based on historical animal studies, which
showed a clear dose-response effect. Increasing energy levels further
was shown to increase both myocardial damage and the risk of death
without increasing defibrillation efficacy.8 In keeping with this historical
animal evidence, there is no current clinical evidence that first shock
defibrillation efficacy improves by increasing energy to levels higher
than the recommended minimum of 150J.4,9 Consistent with this, a
recent retrospective cohort study From the Get With the GuidelinesResuscitation Registry concluded that compared with 200J, a starting
energy of 150J was associated with better survival to discharge
(OR 1.19, 95% CI 1.04 1.37) and starting energies of 360J
were associated with a worse survival to discharge (OR 0.69,
95% CI 0.56 0.84).10 Although human studies have not shown harm
(raised biomarkers, ECG changes, ejection fraction, arrhythmias etc.)
from any biphasic waveform up to 360J, several animal studies have
demonstrated the potential for harm with higher energy levels.4 Taken
as a whole, this suggests that currently recommended energy levels
are optimal to achieve successful defibrillation without causing
harmful myocardial damage.
As the technique of dual sequential defibrillation has become more
widespread, case reports have been replaced by relatively small
cohort studies, all of which have failed to demonstrate any clear
benefit. The largest of these was a study by Beck et al. who compared
a total of 310 patients; 71 receiving DSD and 239 receiving
conventional defibrillation.11 ROSC was lower for DSD than standard
defibrillation and there were no differences in survival to hospital
admission, or survival to hospital discharge (14.3% vs. 20.9%,
adjusted OR 0.63 [95% CI: 0.27 1.45]). In a similar study of
279 patients, 50 receiving DSD and 229 receiving conventional
defibrillation, Ross et al. found no difference in neurologically intact
survival between standard defibrillation and DSD.12 Consistent with
these results, Cheskes et al. in a study of 252 patients, of whom
51 received DSD and 201 received conventional defibrillation, found
no difference in VF termination to ROSC between standard
defibrillation and DSD.13 Smaller studies have all also failed to
convincingly demonstrate any benefit of DSD compared with
conventional defibrillation.14 17 A recent ILCOR systematic review
concluded that based on the evidence presented by these studies, the
certainty around the evidence for DSD compared to standard
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defibrillation was very low, the results across studies being
inconsistent and there being a large degree of potential confounding
within each study.18 Subsequently, ILCOR has suggested against the
routine use of dual (double) sequential defibrillation in comparison to a
standard defibrillation strategy for refractory VF (weak recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).
In this edition of ‘Resuscitation’, Cheskes and his team present the
results of an eagerly awaited pilot, cluster randomized trial with
crossover, conducted in 4 EMS services in Ontario, Canada.2 Of
152 enrolled patients, 89% received their assigned therapy, which for
a pre-hospital cardiac arrest study is a commendable compliance rate.
The three-armed approach (standard, vector change and DSD) will
produce interesting results as to optimal pad positioning, but inevitably
increases the number of patients that will need to be received to
achieve adequate power. Return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)
was obtained in 25% of the standard care group, 39% of the vector
change group, and 40% of the DSD group. Not surprisingly, fewer
patients then arrived at the ED with ROSC, but proportions between
the three groups were broadly similar (19% standard care, 25% vector
change, and 33% double sequence). Without adequate power and
statistical analysis, corrected for intention to treat and other
confounding variables if appropriate, the results cannot be interpreted
with any meaning. Furthermore, the endpoints in studies of DSD are
key to understating the efficacy of this intervention and those
presented in the pilot study are only short term. If DSD results in
ROSC, but subsequent myocardial stunning results in cardiogenic
shock, arrhythmias and death, it is not an effective intervention. In a
similar manner to the PARAMEDIC2 adrenaline study, where
adrenaline increased ROSC but made little difference to long-term
outcome,19 DSD may potentially achieve the same. As a pilot study,
Cheskes et al. have demonstrated the feasibility of a full randomised
study,2 but their pilot results together with all other evidence certainly
reinforces the need for a clinical trial that is powered for neurologicallyintact survival. Cheskes et al. are to be commended for undertaking
this important study and we await with interest their eventual
conclusions.
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